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A new era
It was said to be moribund, dead, to be 
buried by the temples of consumerism 
which now encircle it. This was without 
counting on what creates its wealth. 
Mingling in the shopping centres of 
Marseille are the popular classes and 
white-collar workers, students and seniors, 
Marseille locals and newcomers; all in 
search of a new accessible eldorado. In 
their luggage are recipes and ideas that 
offer new blood to the city, and participate 
in its cosmopolitanism where there 
was little more than communitarianism. 
Irreducible villages of craftsmen and 
creators, the districts of Marseille come out 
one by one from their torpor and reinvent 
themselves. After Vauban and Saint Victor 
is the turn of Noailles to moult, much to 
the chagrin of the negative elements who 
would have preferred nothing to change. 
The French and foreign visitors were not 
mistaken; they now place the city amongst 
their favorite destinations for a stay which is 
rich in colour and taste.
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Octopus face
#gastronomy

The MOW (Marseille Octopus World) revisits 
the traditions and recipes of this enigmatic 
invertebrate whose legends are fascinating. 
Octopus, squid, cuttlefish, the name doesn't 
matter, for you will know everything about its 

culture.

www.facebook.com/MOW2018
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Virtual Beauty
#art

Conceived by the Zinc and Seconde Nature 
collectives, Chroniques is an artistic, poetic, 

political, multiple itinerancy between Marseille and 
Aix that tries to give form and meaning to what is 
by definition dematerialised. This year the Biennial 
of Digital Arts invites Quebec to show us the world 

differently through the digital prism. 

www.chronique-s.org
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Bistronomade
#gastronomy

L’Assiette des chefs offers more than a catering 
service. Their four chefs invite themselves to your 
office, to your event, or even into your home to 

stage a modest art named gastronomy. 

 www.assiettedeschefs.fr

04
The Loft at 14th 

#events

This former coaching inn, entirely redesigned by 
the architect Rudy Ricciotti (Mucem-Marseille) 

and transformed into a loft, has become a unique 
concept house in Marseille for exceptional 

receptions. In The Loft at 14th, the chef Amit 
Rabat and his companion take care of the 

dishes as much as the decor for memorable life 
moments..

www.facebook.com/pg/TheLoftat14th
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Circular culture
#environment

Mushrooms grown in coffee grounds are the last avatar 
of a circular culture in full revolution. Two Marseillais 
pave the way in this revaluation of organic waste. 

www.champignons-marseille.fr

LOVER
-

NUSHKA

She has the slender and fragile figure of a Degas 
dancer. Except for the preparatory method (a 

meticulously prepared photographic production 
rather than a painting), this way of painting 

and its preferred themes are not very different 
from those of the impressionist masters. It is 

precisely this need for a strong relationship to the 
material that convinced this brainy graduate of 

Sciences Po and HECC to swap spreadsheets for 
paintings. Like three friends from her graduation, 
Fanny Moreau became a painter, not by accident 

but by a deep need to bring out her deep 
self. As a spitting image of his personality, her 

assistant Chloe became her muse. She walked in 
emblematic places of the Phocean city where she 

already lived (Museum of Fine Arts, Villa Gaby, 
Lorette Passage, printing house La Marseillaise, 
etc.), but wanted to represent in her own way: 

evanescent and vibrant. Just before the opening 
of his first solo show, we discussed the love affair 

between her pictorial universe and Marseille.

-
Read the  itw on www.love-spots.com
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+ INFOS
+ PHOTOS
+ VIDÉOS
-
www.love-spots.com
-
Love Spots is a trademark by Love Etc. Publishing Cie 
72 rue Consolat  13001 Marseille
Office : 19a  rue Armény 13006 Marseille 
Contact : 04 91 37 41 12  - info@Love-spots.com

Cover : The Tunnel at NHow Hotel Marseille  / © G.Grasset

-

insta love " Week-End "
 @sevpieto
 #baiedesinges #marseille #porsche #fashion 

-
Share your best photos of Marseille 
on your Instagram account with the 
hashtag
#lovespots_marseille

JH
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Sudjipulse
#Fashion

SudjiPulse is the young brand with an ostrich logo 
that does not hide. It tackles the prejudices of 
ethnic style by crossing the influences of Africa 

with that of Japan. Silhouettes with very neat lines, 
limited series, made in Marseille, to be discovered 

at the atelier of the brilliant designer Youssouf 
Ibrahim. 

www.sudjipulse.fr
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le city guide « Love Spots • Ft PP • 78 x 108 mm • Visuel : PLANTES 

FRAICHES • Remise le 29/août/2018  ILG • BAT

NOUVEAU

UNE RECETTE INÉDITE ÉLABORÉE

AVEC DE L’ANIS ISSU DE

PLANTES FRAÎCHES CULTIVÉES

LOCALEMENT EN HAUTE-PROVENCE
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L’ABUS D’ALCOOL EST DANGEREUX POUR LA SANTÉ. À CONSOMMER AVEC MODÉRATION.
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Vent Contraire

4 rue d’Aubagne 
Marseille 1er (Noailles)

SMALL FURNITURE
LINENS
JEWELRY

AND OTHER THINGS...

Wine tasting Shipping•Wines & spirits •

English spoken 
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Zoumaï 
Brewery & beer bar

The name of this new brewery proudly boasts its Provencal heri-
tage, whilst those of its beers evoke the small islands in the bay. 

But it is in an old bodyshop in Castellane that you can taste these 
foams which evoke the sea.

7 Cours Gouffé 6th / 09 53 87 03 79 / www.brasseriezoumai.fr
Wed> Sat from  17  to 23.30 / M1-2 et T3 Castellane
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Roller Mama 
Slab rolled ice cream & brioche

A breath of fresh air is blowing in the Panier district. Roller 
Mama offers you its famous rolled and colored ice cream on a 

plancha and freshly-made brioche in the winter.
20 Rue du Refuge 2nd / 06 67 45 98 63 /rollermama.com

Tuesday > Sat from 14 to 19.00 / M1 Vieux-Port
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Bo.To.Ga
Vietnamese cuisine

Dine in or take out lunch at this dumpling-sized spot, which 
serves up authentic, affordable Vietnamese food as fast as a 

Hanoi food cart.

105 Rue de Rome 6th / 07 69 90 84 66 / FB : botogamarseille
7/7 from 11.30 to 14.00 and 18.30 to 22.00  / T3 Place de Rome

9

fOr AtaO
Store & coffee

A stone's throw from the Old Port, a former boat engine 
room now vibrates with the fiber of creators from here and 

elsewhere. Quality teas and coffees will also be offered during 
your port of call.

8 Rue du Chantier 7th / 09 86 73 90 08 / FB : For-Atao
Tuesday > Saturday from 10 to 19.00 / M1 Vieux-Port
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Le Cabanon de Paulette
Beach & snack bar

From morning until sunset, this nice bar offers visitors a delicious salty 
preview of what awaits them in this beach-front city, whilst for the 

Marseillais it is a scent holiday at home.
Boulevard des Baigneurs 8th

7/7 from  8.00 to 22.30 (non-stop) april /oct and WE  / Bus 19

12

1, 2, 3 Solène
Children's concept store and tea room

Just like its name, this place has been created as a place of 
encounters, discoveries and fun shopping for adults and their 

children. A friendly playground for enchanted times.

83 boulevard Longchamp 1st / 09 87 58 40 32 / FB : 123soleneshop
Tuesday > Saturday from 9.30 to 19.00 / M1 Réformés/T2 National

14

Kolektiv 318 
Shop & Gallery

This gallery and boutique was named after the number given 
to the cell by a visionary fada more than 70 years ago. Entirely 

turned towards architecture and design, its space, and the 
apartment that compliments it, offer a very open dialogue with 

the works and objects objects that it invests in.

Cité radieuse 280 Bd Michelet 8th  (Cell 318) / 04 13 63 52 79
Tuesday > Saturday from 11 to 18.30 / M2  Rond-Point du Prado
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Gingko
Restaurant & Guest house

Between the garden, the summer lounge and the pergola, 
you have to know how to take your time to savour the 

moment. A parade of small dishes, where local vegetables 
and small producers are in the spotlight. Instructions for use: 

carpe diem... 

3 Avenue Frédéric le Play 9th / 06 27 46 82 50 / ginkgomarseille.fr
Thursday > Sunday for lunch / Evening on demand (min 8p) / Bus 23

1

Moon’s Kitchen   
Bucolic canteen  

Hidden in the rustic and unsuspected scenery of a Belsunce cour-
tyard, Mouna's cuisine plays with the calm and improvises in the 

cool. Home cooking with fresh produce that changes daily.

17 Rue Thubaneau 1st / 06 58 30 77 81 / FB : MoonS-Kitchen
Wed  > Sat from 12 to 17.00  / M1 Noailles  T2/T3 Belsunce
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Ginger
Coffee shop & gallery

This former hostess club gets into bed with new pleasures. Unlike at 
Anglo-Saxon coffee shops, take the time to enjoy your coffee break 
with a vegetarian menu in raw space that extends into a nice patio.

24 Rue Saint Saens 1st / 04 91 61 34 33 / FB : gingerartcoffee
7/7  from 9.30  to 18.00 (16.30 on sunday) / M1 Vieux-Port
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Nhow Hotel Palm Beach 
Hotel **** cocktail bar, restaurant & Spa

Offering without doubt the most beautiful view of the bay of 
Marseille, this hotel offers a new colorful and devilishly sexy look. 

Entirely facing the sea, its restaurant and spa also welcome 
Marseillais in search of a briny port of call close by. 

200 Corniche Kennedy 8th / 04 91 16 19 00  / FB nhowMarseille
7/7 / Bus 83
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Il Capriolo
Trattoria 

A street corner, a piece of payment. It was enough for Chef 
Jeje Barbu to bring us a version of the Last Supper, dolce vita 

style....without fuss a good mood and good food.

83 Bd Longchamp 1st / FB : Il-Capriolo
Mon > Sat from 17.00 to 23.30 / M1 Réformés / T2 Longchamp
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Pastels World   
Stuffed pastry

Serving up Senegalese pastels (street food) stuffed with fillings from 
around the world, this colorful new snack bar is right at home in 

multicultural Noailles. Think fast food with a slow food spirit here :-) 

29 Rue d'Aubagne 1st / 09 83 48 31 33 / FB : pwmarseille 
Tues > Thurs 9 to 18.00 / Fri and Sat 9 to 20.00 / M1 and T2/T3 Noailles
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Copper Bay 
Cocktail bar

After Paris, the Copper Bay has just moored a second vessel at 
the bottom of the Vauban neighborhood. On the deck, a menu of 

delicious Mediterranean-inspired cocktails served by a well-travelled 
crew : spicy, sweet or pungent, how will your next stop taste? 

36 Boulevard Notre Dame 6th / FB : CopperBayMarseille
Tuesday > Saturday from 18 to 01.00 / M1 Estrangin-Préfecture
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Maison Blaize 
Tea Room & Tisanerie shop

From an herbalist steeped in two centuries of history, this 
modern tea shop serves up healing and tasty teas and tisanes in 

the heart of Noailles.

5 Rue Méolan et du Père Blaize 1st /04 91 54 04 01/ pereblaize.com
Tuesday > Saturday from 9.30 to 17.00  / M2 et T2/T3 Noailles
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